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The Importance of Being Seated
Ceremonial Conflict in Territorial Diets
TIM NEU
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In

German. the word 'parliament' means 'talking ~ShOp:"l In suggesting this
"translation;' Heusten Stewart Chamberlain-racial ideologist and anti~

Semite-joined a notarious group of men who despised elected representative
assemblies. Later Oll. not only Hicler, but also Lenin defamed parliaments liter~
ally as talking~shops.2 However intolerable such invectives sound today, they
da contain a grain of etymological truth.
The German loanword Parlament and its cognates in the ether European
languages stern from the Old French verb parler, which literally means "to talk:'
In etymological terms,
parliaments are primarily places of oratory and
discourse. In pre~modern times, the ward was used to denate two specinc in~
stitutions§ the English Parliament and the French parlements. OoIy since the
late eighteenth century has the term been generalized to denore political repre~
sentation. AccordinglYi "parliament" became synonymous with "representation
of the people:'3 Following this example§ Anglophone researehers often refer to
early modern representative assemblies as parliaments-notwithstanding rhe
fundamental differences between pre~modern und present~day concepts of
representation. 4 The implidtly modernist connotations of"parliament;' more~
. over, tend to focus research on the instrumental aspects of"talk;' namely delib~
eration and voting.5
While it is legitima.te to analyze the diets of the Holy Roman Empire in this
way, we must. not Qverlook a consritutive dement of diets at both the imperial
and.. territorial level: their ceremonial shapirig. Solemnines gave rise to incessant
conflicts, especially at the 1;?.eichstag.6 Ceremony also formed the framework of
the deliberations· at most territorial assemblies (Landtagen).7 Prom a strictly
"modernist" perspective, these ceremonial aspects always appear as unimport~
ant or even detrimental to the "real" purpose of the assemblies. And yet early
modern contemporaries understood that territorial diets were not consrituted

men.
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by parliamentary debate atone. In 1768, a legal dissertation argued that, "the
territorial estates are landowners holding vote and session in territorial cliets:'8
In the legal formula votum ac sessio. the term sessio described a certain position
in the ceremonial order. This "place;' in the literal sense, was the necessary con~

didon for participating in deliberations and for casting a vote. If this ceremo~
nial dimension is reincorporated into parliamentary history; we regain a topic
of great irnportance to the estates and can extend our understanding oE early
modern diets.9

The Institutional Moment, Corporations as Actors in the Empire
and its Territories
Why,one might ask, should one concentrate on the insritutional culture.of the
territorial diets if one is interested in reassessing the political culture of ehe em~
pire:' The first answer is that perhaps no other territorial institution was more
literally"parr." of the empire than the estates-except, of course, the prinee hitn~
selt who was by definition a member of tbe imperial diet. By the seventeenth
certtury, if not beforet these territorial corporations had been integrated into
imperiallaw. With this development, prinees pushed to eodify the territorial
estates' duties and obligations, in order to raise imperial taxes more effectively
and to fund military forces under prineely control. 10 Initially, therefore, the in~
corporation of territorial estates intp imperiallavi was favorable to princes and
their interests. In the longer term, however, incorporation functioned as an ex~
traterritoriallegal guarantee for the estates' continued existence-an argument
that the estates'lawyers quickly learned to make.l l In addition, the territorial
estates were also subjects playing an active role in the empire and its institu~
rions. For example, territorial estates frequencly sued their princes at the impe~
rial courts of law. 12 Analyzing the territorial estates, then, can contribute to a
better understanding of how the empire actually fimcrioned.
A second answer is that an examinatton of provincial diets and their cer~
emonial order can, expose the empire's underlying institutional architecture. A
cornerstone of any polity's structure is formed-in analytical terms-by the
existence and signifieance of 'corporate actors:'B At all levels of the empire,
certain key concepts governed relationships among the various elements of
the polity and the whole. One of ibese disringuished between personal and
corporate embodiments of the poliry.. a distinction captured in the ubiquitous
tenninological pair "Kaiser und Reich."14 But what went for the empire also
held for the principalities, most of whieh were strucrured likewise around a
dualism between the territorial prinee (Landeshefr) and the provincial estates
(Landstände), which gathered in assembly at the territorial diet." And, in fact,
this parallelism was no accident, because the imperial diet that acquired insti~
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tutional form in the decades after 1495 could serve as a model for the concur~
rent institutional development of representative bodies at the territoriallevel. 16
Later on, the territorial estates were conceptualized in tenns of their imperial
counterparts. 17 Because of these analogies, the actions taken by the estates in
any particular pl'incipaliry can tell us a great deal about the possibilities and
limitations,that corporate actors faced in the empire in general.
T urning to eeremony: after two decades of renewed interest in the subject,
there can be no doubt that rituals and ceremonies were vital to the early modern
com~onwea1ths as means to eonstitute and express the sodo~political order. 18
And the same holds for concrete dedsion~making: most institutions relied on"
a eeremonial order to ger things done. We know a great deal about how and
through whar symbolic means individuals could make their rank visible within
the diet. 19 Bur what if the assembly irself and its status as a corporate actor were
dragged into a serious conRict over ceremonyrW
The following essay examines one such conlliet, which emerged in the Land~
graviate of Hessen~Kassel in 1704,2l The Hessian diet's two cur;ae seriously
disagreed on whether or not the second chamber's director had the right to sit
while present in the first chamber. In this case, the "importance ofbeing seated"
can be explained through the most obvious function of ceremony-that of ex~
pressing rank. When the right to sitwas claimed for all members of the seeond
curia in 1709, the conflier intensified and produced additional soutees, reveal~
ing the different functions of ceremony in relation to the specific conditions of
eorporate action. Examination of this confliet will demonstrate that ceremony
not only expressed socio~political hierarchy, but also structured the decision~
making process and constituted the chambers as autonomous corporations.

Conventus publicus: the InstitutionaI Structure of the Diet in
Hessen-Kassel
As in mostof theempires territories, the estates ofHessen~Kassei were thought
to represent the land and all of the people who lived in it. 22 In a dissertation
published in 1752, the jurist Johann Wilhe1m Fech asserted that,"the territorial estates represent the people, when they come together for considering the
common weaI:'23 To be sure, this was hardly an impartial definition. Fech's dis~
sertation had been supervised by Johann Georg Estor, who had participated at
several territorial diets as adelegate on behalf of the University ofMarburg. But
it is also true that ever since Wilhelm VI concluded a fundamental treary with
the territorial nobility in 1655, the Landgraves of Hessen-Kassel had pledged
to communicate with the estates "in matters concerning land and people:'24
What were the specific corporate actors that constituted the dietr 25 Origi~
nally, there were diets for the whole of Hessen, but these came to an end in the
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early seventeenth cenrury with the final division of the Landgraviate into two
prineipalities, one centered in Kassel and the other in Darmstadt.26 In their
place, the diets that had been particnlar to each of the two halves of the Landgraviate, called Landkommunikationstage, evolved into general diets for the two
Hessian territories. Z7 The diet of Hessen~Kassd consisted of two curiae. The
first chamber was for the"prelates and knights" (Prälaten und Ritterschaft). Tbe
only real prelate was the commander of the Teutonic Order's Hessüm Province.
The remaining "prelates" were ddegates from three ·worldly institutions mat
were the legal successors of secularized monasteries and had inherited their
right to sit in the first chamber. These were, in descending order ~f rank, the
chief directors of the noble convents Kaufungen and Wetter, the chief direc~
tor of the four Hessian Hospitals, and the representatives of the University
of Marburg. With the noteworthy exception of ehe university delegates, all of
these "prelates" were nobles and the vast majority of thein also belonged to the
class ofknights, the other part of the first chamber. The titular president of the
knights, the heredirary marshal (Erbmarschall) of Hessen, presided over both
the noble curia and the diet as a whole. Under normal circumstances, his coun~
terpart in the second chamber was the mayor of Kassel, whose city held the
directorship by customary right. This curia, calJed the Landschaft, comprised
the forty privileged terri,orial cities.28
Günter Hollenberg distinguished three types of assemblies. Originally, aII
prdates, nobles, and two delegatesJrom each town were s'ummoned, but "fu.11"
ditts such as this were not held afier 1666. The second type was much smaller
in size: in a "narrow eliet;' representation was based on the division of the terri~
,ory into fivedisrricts (Strombezirke}." Under tbis system, the nobility of each
distriCt elected two ddegates and the towns anorber two. In contrast, all of
the prelates were still summoned to this so~called "narrow" diet. A third form
emerged in the eighteenth century, when attendance was reduced again to a
maximum of three prelatest one noble, and one communal delegate for every
district.'o In addition to the fiill-fledged diets summoned by the prince, the
estates had ehe right to hold so called Deputationstage. O,ganized by the hereditary marshaI with pennission of the Landgrave, these meetings discussed
the "private" matters of the estates.31 Through all of these varieties and changes,
however, two essential stnlctures remained unaffected. First, each of the two
curiae saw itself as an autonomouS" corpus, an independent legal person. Sec~
ond, the noble chamber insisted on its own superior rank and precedence. 32
This preeminence would come under serious challenge in the early eighteenth
century.
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"Custom" or "Innovation"r Ceremony and Symbolizing Rank
It all began with the diet of 1704. 33 The inaugural cetemonies started on 3
April. That morning, all of the delega,es assembled a' the landgtave's palace in
Kassel and took up position in two rows separating nobles and commoners.
There, they awaited the prince, who, accompanied by bis court and officials,
finally appeared and sat down on his throne. The princely proposition was read
out and the hereditary marshal of Hessen responded in the name of the estates
with a short address.34 Mterward, all of the delegates were permitted to kiss the
prince's hand. With that, the inaugural solemnities were at an end. 3;
The nex' day. the firs, chamber was told that the monthly conttibution had
to be raised by 12,000 Reichsthaler '0 meet the unspecified financial requests
that were'contained in the Proposition. Afterward, the knights sent for the mu~
nicipal delegates, who appeared and were toId about the demanded amount.
Up to this point; everytbing conformed-from the knights' perspective-to
the traditional procedure. But then a rupture occurred. Instead of commenting
on the 6nancial matters at stake, several communal delegates "turned up ... and
claimed on behalf of all cities that whenever something should be proposed
ehem by the hereditary marshal, achair should be provided for Mayor [Henrich Christoph] Ehinger, as was customary in the past, because he held the
directorship among them:'36
The commoners, in short, demanded a seat for the mayor of Kassel. Two
reasons were given for chis ceremonial change: the mayor's status as director
of the second chamber and the precedent of custom. Bu, ehe knights rejected
the claim and told the eities "that such was not found in any protocoI:'37 This
explanation is typical of the prevailing customary law that made legal claims
conditional upon their constant exercise. 38 The nobles acknowledged that tbe
ditector's status justified some sort of priority over the other commoners. But
the manner in which this abstract priority could be visualized in ceremonial
prac,ice should, they argued, be determined by cus,om.
But the eities insisted. In the afternoon, they demanded the seating once
tnore, but this time only"honoris gratia," i.e., honorary and not thanks to a legal
tide.39 In addition, they presented an extract from the protocol of a diet held
in 1700 to prove that it was customary for the director to sit in the nobles'
presence. Again the knights refused the request. !hey considered the protocol
insufficient-because its date was wrong. It is noteworthy that the first chamber
did not remse the claim itself, but only the evidence the urban delegates sub~
mitted, while offering not to dispute the mayor's privüege if the custom could
be proven. Accordingly, ,he delegates of the cities appeared for a third time and
produced a calendar of 1700 trying to support their protocol's dating, again
without success.
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Meanwhile, the deliberation about the financial matters was pushed completely into the background. From the beginning of the ceremonial confliet, the
knights had demanded to return to this "main issue;' as they called it:lO But the
second chamber was only willing to discuss the prince's finaneial requests if rue
knights consented to further investigations into the ceremonial case. Before rue
diet was nnished, the eities delivered a humble petition to the landgrave, Kar!.
This move bore fruit: Karl decided in favor of the eities and instructed the
hereditary mars hai to provide a seat for the mayor of Kassel every time he was
caUed into the nobles' room. 41
Before turning to the role cerem6ny played in this conflict, it has to be explained why the prinee decided the ease the way he did. Perhaps he intended to
use the conllict as a means to achieve purposes having nothing to do with ceremony at all. But the saurces provide no evidence for such an assumption; quite
to the contrary, the landgrave seems to have resolved the confliet without respect to any possible advantage to his own position. Karl-granted the contested
seat "because ... the petitioning mayor and council, by virtue of the enclosed
testimony; have the custom on their side:'42 It is important to note that all three
political forces, the prince as weU as the !Wo chambers, complete1y agreed on
what was decisive in a ceremonial conflict, and that was custom.43 What was
controversial was the means by whieh the nature of customary usage should
be ascertained. Initially, the cities presented evidence that was discredited by
the knights on good grounds. In their petition to the landgrave, however, they
tried another type of evidence-the attestation mentioned in the resolution. In
it, Councilor Justin Motz testified that in 1688-when he was executive mayor
of Kassel-he "was provided achair at meetings and talks with prehtes and
knights every time:'44 It was this eyewitness account that eventually won the
case for the eides.
The whole affair illustrates the centrality of custom to the manner in which
early modern political actors-"individual and corporate alik.e-framed situations and conceptualized conflic.ts. And because this category seemed so "natural" and self-suffident, it was far less likely to be deployed strategieally. That is
not to say that princes could not use arguments referring to custom as pretext.
In this particular case, however, it is plausible to conclude that the prince impartially resolved the conflict.45 That returns us to the diet of 1704 and to what
the two chambers ttied to achieve th.rough ceremonial change.
At the beginning of the diet, th~ confliet over the ceremonial session had
blocked deliberation of the prince's request for taXes. As a matter of fact, ceremonial acts played an important role in earIy modern societies.46 In a polity
based on face#to-face-interaction and customary law, one's position in the so#
cio~political order had to be constantly expressed in visible signs. By means of
such symbolizations, rank became perceptible and effective. Under such conditions, neither imperial nor territorial diets could suspend the imperative of e~..
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pressing rank. As Ronald Asch pointed out recently, territorial diets functioned
as "places where the overall structure of order and authority found its symbolic
expression:'47 Both aspects are precisely summarized in the phrase votum ac se5~
sio. Tbc: delegates of the cities wanted a visible sign: to sit in the presence of the
also-sitting nobles would symbolize the institutional dignity and preeminence
of their director and their chamber. To gain this, the eities were willing to block
the entire decision..making process-despite "His Serene Highness's extreme
disapprovat;' as the firstchamher hadadmonished them.48 To be sure, this rnaneuver was in no sense dysftmctional or detrimental because the expression of
hierarchy was one of the diet's vital purposes.49 But the symbolization of rank
was not the only function of ceremony.

The Knights' Tale, or Three Functions of Ceremony
Tbe next assembly took place live years later. It was a Deputationstag and, ac~
cordingly. the eities' minutes referred to it as a "private conferem:e" between the
tw"o curiae.50 The occasion for this meeting was the upcoming marriage between
a Hessian princess and a prince of Orange. To meet the ex:traordinary ex:pense
that the proper nuptial festivities would enrail, the landgrave bad asked the
estates to grant a subsidy of 40,000 Gulden. 51
In January 1709. the two curiae convened in Treysa, halfway between the
Hessian capitals, Kassel and Marburg. A few days beforei the landgrave had
repeated his decision to grant the mayor of Kassel the contested seat whenever
the eivic delegates were to be called into the first chamber. $2 And because the
Proposition was always read aloud in the presence of all of the delegates, me
issue had to be addressed right at the beginning. A servant was sent to the
commoners, who told them in the name of the knights, "that they would end
the dispute that had ansen previously over the seating and if the civic delegates
would like to appear before them the mayor of Kassel will reeeive aehaiC:'" The
response was nothing less man shocking for me knights, as their protocol tens:
"'!he delegates of the eities thereupon gave the answer that this would not be
necessary at the moment, because at such 'narrow' cOluerences all of them had
the right to sit at the prelates and knights' table:'54 The minutes of the eities are
even more plainspoken, noting that the urban delegation had the right to be
seated "at this private conference as a fellow estate (Mitstand):'S5 In the view of
the nobles, these were "irresponsible new pretensions:'56 Not only did all eivic
delegates now demand to be seated, they also cIaimed a right ro sit together
with the knights at one and the same table. What happened nert resembled
the sequence of events at the preceding diet in 1704. First, the eities reduced
their claim and proposed that ther should alI be seated, but at aseparate table.
Again. the knights rejected this as "nonsense:'57 Protestations frorn both sides
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followed, but in the end, the Proposition was delivered in the form favored by
the knights-with the mayor of Kassel simng on aseparate chair and the other
munieipal delegates standing. As in 1704, however, the eities did not let the
matter rest. Hoping to duplicate the success of their earlier strategy, the eities
again delivered a petition to the landgrave, in which they once more put forward the customary usage as the sole argument to support their claims.58 This
time, however, the prelates and knights delivered their own letter of complaint
to the Privy Councü.
In contrast to the eides' petition, the knights' petition contains arguments
that are fu1I of information about che functions of ceremonial acts. So far in
chis essay, I have described the most obvious function of ceremony-that of
expressing and constituting rank. This symbolic function can be separated
analytically from the instrumental function of reaching adeeision. In 1704,
the ciries had deployed the symbolic funcrion to block deliberation of a request for tax monies.59 The knights referred to the socially expressive aspects
of ceremony when they complained that the eities' "never..customary wishes
infer a parity and confusion among me chambers against the privileges and
liberties:'60 In this case, the knights insisted on the symbolic difference between
standing and sitting. because they perceived mat there was achallenge to the
hierarchy of rank between the two chambers. In this instance, sessio and votum
served different purposes: sessio expressed rank.. order, while votum pertained
to deeision-making.
But cel."emony had more functions than this. In particular, the nobles suspected that, in addition to the parity of rank, the eides were demanding cer..
emonial changes in order to obtain the 'Jus suffragandi simultaneum"-the right
to vote simultaneously, in plenary session, with the knights. 61 In the end, the
right to sit would give the second chamber a means to introduce simultaneous
and joint voting. In the knights' view, that would have cbanged the tradirional
procedure dramatically. "because it is well ..known mat at alI territorial diets and
public congresses the eides took their votes separately:'62 In rhis line of argu~
mentation, sessio and votum were cl<?sely intertwined because the eities tried to
influence thc vodng procedure through ceremonial change-or so the knights
insinuated. As Barbara Stollberg..Rilinger ha~ shown, this was possible because
"the order of seating that was a cereiJ1onial, visible, and symboIic procedure can
be considered as a functional equivalent to an abstract technical procedure:'63
To put it briefly: ceremony nmctioned as a sort of standing. procedural order
for the diet. Deliberating and voting were possible onIy because the diet was
structured bysolemnities.64 This can be called the instrumental function of cer~
emony. From the knights' point of view, the eities were striving for a procedural
advantage and tried to realize it through ceremonial change.65
Ultimately. mough, me nobles' anxieties about sitting with commoners at
one and the same table were prompted neimer by parity of rank nor by proce-
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dural advantage. Serious though they were, the nobles thought of these threats
as "mere" consequences resulting from a more fundamental change. Speeifically,
the nobles charged that what reaIly motivated the civic delegates was their de ..
sire "to form one corpus with prelates and knights:'66 Tbe first chamber feared
nothing less than the 10ss of its status as an independent corporation. This
function of ceremony is different from its symbolic and instrumental ones. The
status of the noble curia was based almost entirely on customj maintaining its
preeminence required the constant and visible reiterarion of mat aristocratic
superiority through ceremonial acts. Ceremony therefore functioned not only
as the standing procedural order, but also as the very 'embodiment" of the diet
as a whole and of both chamhers, respectively. For this reason, I would like to
call trus the constitutive function of ceremony. This label is not meant to con..
note "constitutions" in the conventional sense; rather; it stresses me idea that
ceremony made the chamber present as a corpus in the literal sense. For indi..
vidual actors, there is normally no need to be made present as bodies, because
they obviously have bodies. But corporate actors lack"real;' physical bodies and,
for that reason, must be embodied through acts of representation. Not without
reason was it said that corporate actors came into existence by a fictio iuris.67
But in the Hessian case, neither the diet nor its two chambers possessed a com..
mon purse, staff, seal, er archive, and they therefore had virtually no material
symbol of their status ~s a corporation.68 Nevertheless, they could be powerful
institutions because their institutional "being" fOllnd its constitutive expression
in the ceremonial arrangements.69
These three functions of ceremony help explain why the conBiet broke out
when it did. Why did it erupt in 1704 and not in the decades before or afterl
As we have seen, one and the same issue-the seating of the second chamber's
director-was interpreted as a matter of customary right by the eities and as
an "innovation" by the knights. Although they deployed it differently, both corporate actors relied on the same categorical distinction between "custom" and
"innovation" to frame the situation: both chambers claimed that, before 1704,
a dear and customary ceremonial order had existed; each chamber claimed
that the other had attempted to alter unlawfully an old practice. If one adopts
the view that there had indeed been an undisputed ceremonial order before
1704, then the institutional structure of the diet cannot have been the source
of con~iet. Instead, this view would compel us to search for factors beyond
the diet-factors such as general political animosities or conflicting economic
interests. The problem with this approach is that there are no signs of external
conRiets that originated, intensified, or culminated in the years before 1704;
even the principal conflict over the exemption of the knights from the monthly
contributionwas only latent at that time,1°
Factors arising within the diet, by contrast, offer a more satisfactory explana..
non. To see how, it is important to bear in mind that a full .. fledged ceremonial
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system that fulfilled all three functions was not an inherent feature of represen ~
tative institutions, but the product of a long#term process of institutionaIiza~
tion. In that process, according to Amold Gehlen, more and more elements of a
given institutional arrangement acquire"autonomous value" (Selbstwert); that is,
they transfonn from simple expedients valuable for their utility into proc~dural
norms.71 The role of ceremony in territorial diets is a perfect example of in ~
creasing institutionalizatiom in the sixteenth century, for instance,-the Hessian
diets were typically brief affairs-normally just one ·or two days. No one objected if the prince summoned only one of the estates; and we hear of virtually
no solemnities apart from the inauguration.72 As in many other principalities,
these were ad hoc assembHes without a developed ceremonial order.73 Over
the course of the seventeenth century, however, the diet's ceremonial order became institutionalized. A territorial settlement in 1655, for example, codified
the diet's bicameral structure.74 As institutionalization accelerated, more and
more instrumental arrangements were "ceremonialized" and became charged
with meaning and value. Until then, questions of ceremonial order had been
settled ad hoc, according to each diet's spedfic circumstances. It is merefore
unlikely that a uniform practice developed before the mid seventeenm century.
Later on, when seating arrangements started to ful611 ceremonial functions,
the very disorder of earHer practices created potential for co~ct. Both curiae
could find advantageous "precedents" in the past and attempt to redefine them
as procedural norms mat carried the legal weight of"ancient custom:'
By 1700, the "importance ofbeing seated" was paramount: fifty years of institutionalization (since 1655) had produced so much tension that it was only
a question of time until an actuaI conHict erupted. There are other signs sup~
porting this interpretation: in 1722, the estates of Hessen~Darmstadt became
embroiled in an almost identical quarrel.75 The estates were a tinderbox, but
as yet there was no spark-until Mayor Henrich Christoph Ehinger asked to
be seated. 'Ibe new delegate from Kassel had already caused a stir by attempting to address the landgrave direccly-an undisputed privilege of the hererurary marshal." Ehingers demand for a seat one day later added fuel to the lire.
Thus, an utterly contingent factor-the personal impetuosity of the capital's
mayor-was enough to release tensions that had been welling up for decades.

Conclusiom Diets as /jeux de memoire for Modem Parliamentary
Govemment~

As poHties, the empire and its territories were characterized by the presence of
corporate actors-the imperial and the provincial estates, respectively-whose
predominant sites of activity were the diets. Between the Peace of WestphaIia
and the empire's end, most diets developed or adopted elaborate systems of
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ceremony. Because of this connection, the analysis of conflicts over ceremony
can shed light on its poHtieal funetions and on the changing conditions of cor#
porate action.
Early modern diets should be understood as instittitions characterized both
by ceremonial shaping and by decision-making in ways that doselyintertwined
sessio and votum.77 For the diet of the Landgraviate of Hessen~Kassel. it is possible to distinguish three funetions of ceremony: it constituted ehe diet and the
chambers as independent institutions; it symbolized the socio#political rank
order; and it structured the instrumental procedures of ddiberation and vot~
ing. Ceremony was no trivial matter, but rather one of tbe diees fundamental,
structuring principles.
For corporate actors, the constitutive function was of utmost importance,
because they were compelled to represent their fictious, "mystical" bodies with
visible signs and symbols. Ceremony was an appropriate means co this end and
in Hessen-Kassel, the diet's two curiae heavily relied on ceremonial arrange~
ments to symbolize their status as corporations. Of course, this funetion could
also be fulfiIled by ?ther means, such as bu~ldings, written constitutions, or
signatures.78 But solemnities remained the primary mode of corporate representation. The estates' insistence on adhering to proper ceremonial forms, and
their readiness to do battle over perceived violations of custom, was therefore
rational and necessary.
On the other hand, such full-lIedged systems of ceremony were also the
product of long#lasting institutionalization processes. Originally, questions of
seating and procedure were resolved ad hoc, according to the circumstances.
Later, as seating a~rangements became charged with meaning, die earHer dis#
organization inevitably led to conlliets over wbich procedure had -really been
customary.
Paradoxically, the end of tbis story brings us back to the perspective of
critics of parliamentary institutions, such as Houston Stewart Charnberlain.
Ulrimately, it took the intervention of a prinee, Eleetor Wilhelm I (the former Landgrave Wilhelm IX)," to change the institutional sttucture of the
diet fundamentally: in 1815, he ordered "rhat at meetings of all ehambers the
members of the diet should take their seats at one table:'" Wilhelm's leveling
intervention banished fore ver "the importance of being seated:' In his memoirs,
this same Wilhelm referred to the estates' delegates as "ttoublemak.ers;' and bis
absolutistic dedsion obviously did not aim at strengtbening the "parliamentary." aspects of the assembly.81 Left to their own devices, the estates would
in alllikelihood have dung to their 'customary" ways. In their reliance on cer~
emony, the majodty of territor~aI diets remained pre-modern in character. The
procedural hall mark of modem representative bodies is that they transfer the
constituting and instrumental functions to non-ceremonial constitutions and
written standing orders. The fact that" in most cases, eady modem estates were
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not able to break away from the imperatives of symbolizing rank should raise
some doubts about claiming these territorial diets for the history of modern
parliament:ary governrnent.82
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